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I. 1letroductiowl 

Ssti-ma Ch'ien ~:I~~,i~:, as well known, included a chapter Yu-h,sia lleh-
chuaeph l~?*1~~U~i~ or " the eleemoers of the Yu hsia," in Shih chi, ~~~~"--flE specially 

for the purpose of displaying the merits of the yu-h,sia.2 The yu-hsia 
were described as plebeian heroes, who, being endowed with physical and 
moral courage, protected the people from dangers at the risk' of their 
lives. SsCi-ma Ch'ien highly admired the chivalrous temperament-the je~,e-
hsia I~~~~ spirit-of the yu-h,sia as a valuable factor in maintaining the social 

order based on the people's sentiment. In their deeds, however, the yu-hsia 

did not hesitate to infrings the State law,-sheltered criminals and refugees, 

and killed many in avenging relatives and friends. For this reason, historians 

upholding State authority as Pan Ku ~E~13, Hstu Ytieh ;~~t;~4, criticized the 

yu-hsia unfavorably as disturbers of State law, and regarded them as out-

laws. Shon since the Chan-kuo ~~~l period the legalist such as Han Fei-
tz~i ~~!~~~F, who had emphasized the strengthening and centralizing of the 

State power, had denouriced the yu-hsia as noxious worms which destroy 
the State.5 

1 The editions of the chief source-books quoted in this article, were as follo¥~'s. 

Shih chi ~~~B from Kametaro Takigawafs edition ~~~E~~･~E~~~i~~~ 
Ha,e shu i~:~:~r from Wang Hsien-chienfs edition, Ch'iet~ Han shu pu-chat ~:~~;~~~~i~~ 

Hou Hats shu ~~~~~; from Wang Hsien~:hienfs edition, Hoee Ha,e shet chi-chieh ~:~~~~:i~ 
Sa,e kuo chih E~~!IF~~,t:i~ from Ssil-pu pe~yao ~Q~~~~;~f edition. 

2 As to the yu-hsia in the Han period, there are two articles. Lao Kan ~~~~~~, -"nl~~~;f~~~ 
i~~l~, in " Kuo-li T'ai-wafe ta-hs~eh ev~ee shih ch~ hstieh pao " ~l~L1+~~:~~;~J~~F~~~~:~~~L~~~ 1 (1950), 

Miyazaki lchisada ~~~~:Ti~~~, ~~~~~~}cOv*~C, in "Rekishi io Chiri " j~~~:2:~~~~ 45 (1934). 
Both contain valuable vie¥vs, buc they leave something to be desired especially in sociological 
analysis. 

3 Ha,e shu, (Wang!s ed.) 72, 186ff. Compare Pan Ku's preface of the Yu-hsia lieh-chuate 
in Ha,e shu with that of Ssii-ma Ch'ienfs in Shi,h chi. Pan Ku also condemn SsO-ma Chi'enfs 
description of yu-hsla. See Hafh shee 62, 14b. 

' Ch'iel~ Ha,~ chi ~~~~~E (Ss~-pu ts'ufeg-k'ale E~~~~~~~fU ed.) 10, 2b-4b. 

5 Haee Fei-t_･i~ (Wang Hsien-shenfs ed. Ha,e Fei-tzi~ chi!chieh ~~~~:~~{~~~) 19, (Wee-f'u IE~~) 
p. 5b-6b, p. 12a. 
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. Why did Ss~-ma Ch'ien esteem the yu-hsia to the extent of devoting, 
chapter to them ? What does it signify that the yu-hs'ia had a great r(~ 

putation among the plople in spite of their illegal acts ? These two facts 

suggest a peculiar element based on the people's sentiment which was in-
consistent with the formal administrative mechanism of imperative autho-
rity. Starting from this and by tracing up a clue given by the yu-hsia, 
we will make clear the actual social order among the people and its rela-
tion with the imperative State order in the period of the Han dynasty. 

II. The Ge,1eeology of the " Y~e-hsia " 

First, we must make study of the yu-hsia from the sociological view-

point, as distinct from the ethical one. As above mentioned, Ssn-ma 
Ch'ien dwelled favorably on the yu-hsia's usual conduct from the ethical 

viewpoint, =such as, keeping their word irrespective of life, avenging 
others, patronizing criminals and refugees in need as clients etc. But we 

must pay attention td the fact that such temper and conduct functioned 
as a strong tie which attached many people to the yu-hsia, and served to 
build up the great influence which the yu-hsia wielded over people in 

towns or villages. , For example, it was said that Chu Chia ~:~~,6 a high-principled yee-
hsia, harbored one hundred distinguished men sought refuge with him, and 
prtronized innumerable men as clients, hence, the people in the easterm 
provinces were keen to meet him. According to the memoirs, when Chou 
Ya-fu i~l~~~~, a Grand Commandant (T'ai-wei ~~;~~) went on an expedition 

to suppress the rebellion of the seven kingdoms, he succeeded in winning 
to his side Chi M~ng ~1J~, a powerful yu-hsia at Lou-yan ~~~~~i, of whom 

he said joyfully "To win Chi M~ng to my side is equal to conquering a 
country."7 This episode suggests the great power of Chi M~ng, which 
was based on the large extent of personal connection at his command. It 
is also said that Ki Hsin ~~~,u',,8 an eminent man of felo-hsia spirit, had 

great influence over the people in Kuang-chung ~~J~~,, who would willingly 
offer their lives for his sake. It shows how tight personal relations were 
between a powerful yu-hsia and his followers. 

The yu-hsia whom SsO-ma Ch'ien described in the Yu-hsia lieh-chtlale 
were plebeians. But the temper shown by the yu-hsia, the so called je",e-
hsia spirit, was not limited to the particular class of plebeians. It had been 

' Sl~ih chi (Takigawa's ed.) 124, p. 7. 
' Ibid. 124, p. 8. Cf. Ibid. ro6, p. 21. 
* Ibid, roo, p. 7. 
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popularized, in the Han period, among all classes of people, and functioned 

as a close tie in the personal connections of various political and social 

groups. Ssti-ma Ch'ien only selected those eminent among plebeians. 

In looking t~or the origin of this j~ee-hsia spirlt, we meet four nobles 

in the Chan-kuo period, farnous for this spirit, patronizing thousands of 
k'o ~~~ (clients). The four nobles were, M~ng-ch'ang-chtin ~~~:~~i in Ch'i ~~~, 

Hsin-1ing-chtn f~'-'--'~~~~~' in Wei ~;~, p'ing-yiian-chtn 2PLJ~:~~: in Chao ~~:, Ch'un-

sh~n-chtin ~~~Fp~~: in Ch'u ~~. According to the description of Shih chi,9 

Hsin-1ing-chtin patronized so many clients of ability, that dukes of nei*･h-
bouring states were afraid of him, and hesitated to attack. This shows 
that the nobles' power was based on the clients under their patronage. 
Being of noble status, they conddscended to treat hospitably many men in 
need regardless of birth. Many warr,iors out of employment, criminal re-
fugees, and outlaws came for help to those nobles and were patronized as 
clients. It is worthy of attention that the power of the nobles was based 

on their clients group, not only on their families or clans. 

Toward the later half of the Ch'un-ch'iu ~~~~~ period, the rigid class 

system within the feudal State began to collapse. In the feudal States of 
the Chou ~I, all sons of aristcrats had received fiefs and posts in the State 

government, and the hereditary nobility had built up great power based 
on kinship. But the time soon came when there were so many men of 
noble ancestry that lands and offices did not suffice to provide for the ever 

growing number of the nobility. The result ~vas that many descendants 
of noble families becarne extremely destitute. In addition to this, through 

the continual struggles among feudal States, more and more feudal lords 
and the families of nobles dependent on them, Iost their lands. Thus 
there came into being a large group of men who by ancestry were aristo-
crats, but who in poverty and in position came near to sharing the lot of 

plebeians. On the other hand, the economic and social change which had 
taken place at the end of the Ch'un-ch'iu period, paved the way for the 
rise of plebeians and the ernancipation of serfs. Learning and ability were 

no longer the monopoly of the nobility, and the urgent damands of the 
time required new recruits from belo¥~'. Plebeians came to be ernancipated 

politically, economically, and also in military affairs. Thus from the re-
duced scions of nobility and these emancipated plebeians, there came into 

being a large group of free lances who in common were no longer content 
to accept the status quo, in having no particular employment.lo Among 

o lbid. 77, pp. 2-3. 
*~ As to the social and 

ch'iu period, there are 
YCHP 24 (1938) 159-220 
+#t~IJ~: (Shanghai 1950) 

economic change which had taken place toward the end of Ch'un-
some references. For examples. Ch'i SsD-ho ~~:J~.~1, ~~~I~1J~~~~ in 
. Kuo ~-10-jo ~~;~~:, T~,fI~~f~f~~~~~~#tcIJ, in his Shih p'i-p'a'e shu 

pp. 65-/~5. 
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these, some intellectuals, studied with teachers and became migratory scho-

.1ars and wandering politicians. Others became warriors, bravos and out-
laws with swords. Having no economic resources, they usually had to 
depend on the patronage of influential men, and wandered from patron to 
patron, seeking patronage.11 

The wandering scholars and politicians have been the object of many 
studies. But those armed outlaws and the important role they played in 
the social history during the Chan-kuo period and later, have been relative-

ly neglected. 

In Hale Fei t2i~ ~~~~:~, these outlaws with swords were called hsia ~~, 

who valued honour above life, and did not hesitate to break the State law 

in order to keep their word and principle, and who by forming cliques, 
were never insulted by others without revenge.12 The common temper 
born among the hsia was called fen-hsia 4~E~~ spirit. Je^1e f~~ means origi-

nally "to be farthful m fellowship." In Mo t2i~ =~~~*i~, for Instance the 
word fele was interpreted as ,having the meaning of "to help others in 
need at the risk of one's life."I3 Hence, it accords with the meaning of 

je^fb to treat･faithfully those who sought for help like companions, whether 
they were criminals or refugees. When those hsia, who had formed cliques 

and wielded power in towns and villages, were exiled for crimes, they 
were often patronized by influential nobles to whom they rendered services 

as bravos or myrmidons. At that time, it became popular among nobles 
to collect and patronize the hsia, in order to expand their own power 
beyond the limits possible by the traditional kinship systern. To this end, 

nobles had to accord with the temper and customs of the hsia, and some 
nobles who were most faithful in treatment and who patronized the largest 
number of clients gained reputation as men of fele-hsia spirit. It was said 
that M~ng-ch'ang chtin, a noble of Ch'i, had sixty thousands lawless men un-

der his patronage, and that Hsing ling-chtin. a prince of Wei, condescended to 

good fellowship with those humble people, such as a butcher, a gambler, and 

a gatekeeper, who were brave and true to principles. Such clients under 
the patronage of nobles and other influential men were called k'o ~~:. But 

the relation between the patron and the k'o was different from that between 
10rd and vassal. Economically the k'o depended on the patron. In this sense, 

they appeared to have beer~ subordinate to his semi-patriarchal power. 

** As to this subject, see F~ng Yu-lan ?,~~ZI~i, I~:f~i"=*"~~= in "Ch'ittg Hua hstieh pao " ~i'-~~ 

~: 10. 2 (1935), and its supplement J~:~~~~=~~, in CHHP. 10. 4 (1935), both were contained in 
his Chuleg-kwo che hstieh shih pcl ~~I~~,~~~~:~E (Shanghai 1936) pp. 1-48, 46-61. T'ao 
Hsi-sh~ng ~J~~~ : Piett-shih yii Yu-hsia }~~~~~:~~~~{ (Shanghai 1931). The latest was interesting, 

but not commendable for analysis. 
" Hat~ Fei-tei~ (Wang Hsien-sh~n ed. Ha,e Fei-teiz chi-cltieh) 19, (Wuifu), p. 6a, p. 7b. p. 

12a. (Hsiev~hsaeh ~j;~L=) P. 14b. 

" Mo t2i~ (Ssa-pu-ts'uf~g-k'afa ed.) ro, (Chi,eg A ~~Ji) p. rb. (Olt,eg shuo A ~~~~J~:) p 7a 

1
'
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But　the　relation　could　not　be　fully　explained　only　by　material　dependency．

Peculiar　irrational　and　affectionate　inclinations　were　a　m6re　important　tie

in　connecting　theた‘o　with　the　patron。It　was　the　spirit　an（i　temper　of

ブ伽一んεゼαabove　mentioned．K‘o－clients　were　bound　to　obe（1ience　to　their

patron　by　the　tie　of　mutua1ブ伽一んε脇spirit。　Though　they　were　fe（i　by　the

patron，they　did　not　lose　their　pride　as3h6h士、　They　di（i　not　think　there

was　an　insuperable　barrier　of　status　between　their　patron　and　them．When

the　patron　condescende（1to　treat　them　faithfully　like　companions　regardless

of　birth，they　exerted　themselves　for　his　sake　at　the　risk　of　their　lives、14

And　even　when　the　patron　was　impoverished，their　service　continued
unchangeable．　But　when　the　patron　was　not　faithful　in　treating　them伊15

and　infringed　the　spirit　an（i　the　custom　ofゴ伽一傭毎，they　would　soon　leave

him，and　went　to　one　more　faithful　for　help。16

　　　　Thus　the　personal　element　operate（i　more　effectively　than　the　purgly

material　interest　and　calculation　of　advantage。　Of　course，when　thisブ伽一

ん3彪spirit　was　stereotyped　into　a　mere　usage　of　collecting　clients，there

were　many　instances　when　the　relation　between　patron　and　client　was　kept

up，so　long　as，the　material　interests　of　both　si（ies　coinci（ie（i　with　each　other。

In　such　a　case，it　was　usual　that　when　the　patron　was　rich　an（1powerfu1，

clients　crowde（i　around　him，and　when　he　became　poor　and　powerless，they

would　soon　leave　him．But　these　two　different　motives，personal　and　ma－

teria1，did　not　operate　separately．　The　fact　that　clients　gathered　or　left

in　proportion　to　the　rise　or　fall　of　the　patron’s　wealth　and　power，was　a

natural　ten（iency　of　free　lances　who　sought　for　more　reliable　patron＆ge。

This　was　due　to　conditions，economic　and　socia1，at　the　Chan－kuo　period，

when　there　was　no　objectifie（i　impersonal　social　order　on　which　everyone

could　rely．　People　ha（i　no　means　to　protect　themselves　except　by　private

personal　connections．　This　quest　for　self－protection　le（i　brave　and　power－

ful　plebeians　to　attach　to　themselves　many　lawless　hooligans，whilst　nobles

endeavoured　to　attract　bold　hεづα　to　serve　under　their　patronage．　The　ブ2銘

1多ε招spirit　was　the　norm　bom　out　of　these　condition，to　maintain　an　order

based　on　private　personal　relations，The　more　unstable　the　personal　con－

nection　became　by　considerations　Of　material　interest，the　more　highly　the

ブ餉一んε毎spirit　was　esteemed　as　the　norm　for　all　classes。The　men　endowed

with　theブ伽一ん36αspirit　gaine（i　great　reputation　and　left　their　name　to

posterity．

　1‘The　relation　between　Hou　Ying侯鼠Qr　Chu　Hai朱亥and　their　patron　Hsing－1ing－ch廿n

showed　such　instance．3隔ん‘h577。pp．3－1L
　15For　instance，the　re1＆tion　betwee　Feng　Huan凋罐and　his　patron　Meng－ch‘ang－ch茸n．
See　5鞄‘ん　‘hづ　75，pp．　16－25．

　皇6An　episode　in　the　relation　b3tween　P‘ing－y廿an－ch廿n　and　his　clients　showed　such　example，

5h6ん　‘ん5　76，　pp．　2－3．
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III. Th,e Role Played by the " Yu-hsia " i,o the Upheaval 

at the L;eed of the Ch'ilc Dy,easty 

From the above, we may say that the power of the famous four 
nobles in the Chan-kuo period was, from the sociological viewpoint, of the 
same character as that of the erninent yu-hsia in Han period as Chu Chia 
~i~~~, Chi M~ng ~lJ~, Kuo Hsie ~~~i~, who were described by SsO-ma Ch'ien 
in the Shih, ~h,i. Both were the same social formation based on the per-

sonal relation between patron and clients, bound to each other by the 
norm-consciousness of the j~le-hsia spirit. The usage of gathering as many 
clients as possible, prevailed not only among nobles, but probably among 

powerful plebeians, even in the Chan-kuo period, of which no sufficient 
material exists in detail. But in the turning period from the Ch'in to the 

Han period, we meet these plebeians appearing on the stage in a very 
important political role. Many of the rebelling forces rising in various 
places against Ch'in, were organized with these bold plebeians as leaders. 

For example, Chang Erh S~:~p, who rose in Chao against Ch'in, setting 
up a descendannt of the King of Chao, Chao Hsieh ~~:~~, as new king 
of Chao, had been at his youth a yu-hsia patronized by Hsin-1ing-chtin 
in Wei, one of the four nobles in the Chan-kuo period famous for their 
j_p"n-h,sia spirit. Later, after committing crimes, he sought refuge in Wai-

huang town ~h~i~, where, marrying a rich heiress, he patronized many cli-
ents and built up a petty local power. Soon afterwards, taking advantage 
of the rebellion of Ch'en Sh~ ~{:~~, he went to the region of Chao, and 
formed a strong rebel force against Ch'in, attaching many petty local 
powers to himself. The fact that the power of Chang Erh in Chao was 
based on his brave client-group, bound closely to him by the je^n-hsia spi-

rit, was shown by an episode, that his clients, even after his death, made 
every effort to rescue his son from danger at the risk of their lives.17 The 

T'ien family FEl~~ arising in Ch'i who set himself up king of Ch'i, was a 
powerful family of the je^tv-hsia spirit at Ti ~k. T'ien Heng FEl~~ was 
especially famous for his je^pt-hsia spirit. It was said that his clients, year-

ning after the high j~le-hsia spirit of their patron, irnmolated themselves on 

the death of their patron, and refused the invitation of Kao-tsu ~~:,~a~ of the 

Han dynasty.18 Hsiang Liang I~:~; was a impoverished'scion of the noble 

in Ch'u, who after committing crimes, sought refuge in Wu ~:, together 

" Sclti'le clbi 89, p. 2, 3ff. , '_orf. 

*8 Ibid. 94, p. 2. pp. ro-11. 
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with his brother's son Hsiang Yti l~f~l, where he collected ninety bravosi9 

and wielded a petty local influence.20 The rebelling force of Liu Pang ~1] 
~~, the founder of the Han dynasty, was, in its social character, also not 

exceptional from those above mention.ed. Liu Pang, a son of a peasant 
at P'ei, was at his youth, according to his father's judgment, a good-for-

nothing who did not apply himself to any occupation.21 He was not 
content to follow the productive occupations of the members of his family, 
and associated himself w~ith groups of outlaws. He often committed cri-
mes, and wandered about seeking refuge with various patrons.22 One of 
his patrons was the above mentioned Chang Erh, a powerful y41-hsia patro-

nizing many clients at Wai-huang.23 He also fraternized with Wang Ling 
EE~i~, a boss of the yu-h,sia in P'ei prefecture.24 As a wandering outlaw, 

he not only associated himself with groups of yu-hsia, but in inclination 

and temper possessed the spirit and the habits of the yu-hsia. When, after 

spending his younger days as a vagabond, he was appointed chief of the 
t/ing ~~"~'~,25 a chief of village police, in his native prefecture, he made the 

close acquaintance of such bold lower officials of the prefecture as Hsiao 
Ho ~~~~,26 Ts'ao Ts'an ~~=~~==,27 Hsia Hou-ying ~:4~~!, 28 J~n Ao ~E~i~,29 

etc. , and attached to him such lawless hooligans as Fan K'uai ~~P~,Bo 
Chou Po ~~I~~,31 etc. , and gained popularity among them. Soon after-
wards, he, in his capacity as the chief of a t'ie~g, had to escort convict la-

borers to Mount Li. On the way, he unbound and set free all convict 

i9 Ch'u Hale ch'u,~ch'iu ~~i~!~~~~ quoted bv T'ai p'it~ ~'u lal~ ;~2~~11~~ 835, 386. 
'o shih, chi 7, pp. 3-4. 
2* Ibid. 8, p. l~6. 

" Ibid. 50, p. 2 ; 93, p. 10. 

'3 Ibid. 89, p. 3. 

2* " ang Ling was a h,siet~ hao ~~;~~, ..,and a man of jett-ch.'i ~E:~~," (Shih chih 56, p. 17.) 

Hsie'e Jtao means a man of distinguished influnce in the prefecture. The expression "jen-chi. " 

bears a meaning akin to je,t hsia. Therefore it shows that he lvas a Hao h,sia ~~~~, Ivho 
¥1'ielded great influence over the prefecture. 

2* As to t'i,tg, Lao Kan ~i~~;~ : j~f{~~~l~~;~!J, in the BulleiiiFe of the Itsstitute of History aled 

Philolog_v (Aca,demia Siteica) 22-, 1951, pp. 129-138. Kamata Shigeo ~~~El~:~Si, r}~~4t~~~-f~i ~~:J, 

in his Kafedai Shi Ke,4kyu }~;f~~~:~f~~~'t (1949) pp. 1-31. 

" Sh~h Chi 53, p. 2. 

" ee Note 30. 
~s lbid. 94, pp. 19-20. 
29 Ibid. 96, p. 9. 

'o lbid. 8, p. 1/~, there Fan K'uai is expressed with the word "Shao-fsiefs " /)J ~. It is 
¥vorthy of attention that the expression Shao ttie'e used in Shih, chi and Hon4 shu, had the special 

meaning of a " young brave outlaw ", "a brave hooligan." See examples of this in Shih chi 
129, pp. 28-29. Hale'shu 90, p. Ila, Shi,h chi 124, p. 12, 13. Hat~ shu 83, p.30. Hoee 
Hata shee 77 (met'z. 67) p. /~a. Hou Han shu 11 (,,rem. 1) 8b. Shi,h chi 7, p. 8 : 89, p. 4 ; 
55, p. 6 ; 56, p. 4 ; 92, p. 3. 

3* "Hsiao Ho, Ts'ao T'san, Hsia Hou-yin, Chou Po, and Fan K'uai were old friends of 
the Lord of P el (Llu Pang) " (Ch en Hafe ch~ ~f7~~E I p. 4b.). It sho¥vs that they had 
formed an intimate fellowship wjth Liu Pang before reb~1ling. 
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laborers, and to*"ether with some stout fellows among them who were wil-
ling to follow him, he formed a clique and became a bandit. Hearing of 
this, many young hooligans in P'ei who had been under his personal inf-
luence, and others who had fled and escaped to avoid heavy taxes and 
corvee labour, went to attach themselves to him. The members of his 
bandit clique reached several hundreds. Then, taking advantage of the 
rebellion of Ch'en Sh~ a>"ainst Ch'in, he conspired with his fellow-officials 

of the prefecture, such as Hsiao Ho, Ts'ao Ts'an, killed the magistrate of 

P'ei, and was set up as Lord of P'ei. Thus his bandit clique, by usurping 
the official power of local authority which the magistrate of the prefecture 

had wielded, now grew to be a great rebelling force.32 

Going through the same process, through which Liu Pang!s power 
grew up, petty local powers in various places became great rebelling for-
ces. As above mentioned, petty local power was based on the personal 
relation between clients and patron, or between outlaws and their boss, 
bound closely by the felt-hsia spirit. Therefore, this power was naturally 

limited. In order to expand into a great force able to rebel against the 
Ch'in authority, they usually usurped the official power which the admi-

nistrator of a commandery or the magistrate of a prefecture wielded. In 

such cases, they always maintained close personal connections with lower 

officials and conspired with them. For example, the power of Hsiang 
Liang, at first based on a group of clients and outlaws under his influence 

in Wu, succeeded in expanding into a great rebelling force of eight 
thousand men, by killing the administrator of Hui-chi commandery ~'~;~1~ 
and by usurping power, with the support of officials there.33 T'ien Tan 
EEI~~, by killing the magistrate of Ti prefecture, usurped his power, and 
attaching officials to himself, set himself up as king of Ch'i.34 Ch'in Yin 

~~:~! an official of Tung-yang prefecture ~:f~~l~, enjoyed so great popularity 

among hooligans there, that made him chief of the prefecture by killing 
the magistrate there. Consequently, his power grew to a rebelling force 
t~~~enty thousand strong.35 Ch'ing Pu ~~~T, a convict laborer at Mount Li, 

conspiring together with many brave and bold fellows, escaped from there 
with his clique, and became a bandit chieftain. Owing to his marriage 
with a daughter of' the prefectural magistrate, he gained the help and the 

support of his father-in-1aw, and as a result, his power expanded to a 
great rebelling force.36 

The rebel force rising against Ch'in in various prefectures, expanded 

" S;~i/a cl'i 8, pp. 11-17. 

*' Ibid. 7, pp. 4-6. 

" Ibid. 94, p. 2. 
** Ibid. 7, p. 8. 

'* Ibid. 91, pp. 2-3. 

,
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greatly by joining each other. Ch'in Yin and Ch'ing Pu attached themselves 
to Hsiang Liang. Chang Liang~~~~~, an exiled noble of the fece-h,sia spirit, 

patronizing one hundred odd hooligans, attached himself to Liu Pang.37 
And Liu Pang formed a connection with Hsiang Liang, both setting up 
the grandson of the late king of Ch'u as King Huai of Ch'u. After the 
death of Hsiang Liang, Liu pang was sent westward by the king cf Ch'u 
to attack the capital of Ch'in. On his way, he formed a close connection 
with many local powers and attached many eminent men of ability to 
himself. ....... P'eng Yueh ~~~, a bandit chieftain collecting one hundred 
odd hooligans and one thousand odd scattered soldiers,38 Li Shang ~~~~, a 
boss of outlaws gathering many hooligans and several thousand men,39 Li 
Yi-chi ~~~J~~~1~, a resourceful machavellian,40 Chang Ts'ang ~~~~~:, an escaped 

official of Ch'in41 court etc. 

Thus, these rebels rising at the end of the Ch'in dynasty, were of 
various birth and status. There were exciled or impoverished nobles, Iocal 

officials, members of powerful farnilies, boss of outlaws and yu-hsia, and 
even bandit chieftains. But their power and groups were the same jn cha-

racter and structure. The relation between the leader and the following 
was characterized by close personal conhection as seen between patron and 
client, bound by the emotional tie of the fele-hsia spirit prevailing among 

the people since the Chan-kuo period. Of course, in this age of upheaval, 

purely material interests worked as a great factor in binding them. Han 
Hsin ~~!f'~-'-"---', a poor vagabond in his youth, at first attached himself to Hsiang 

Yti. Because of the low position given to him by Hsiang Yti, he soon 
left and went to Liu Pang. He was given the highest.position there, and 
built up a great power in Ch'i, but became discontented with his lo't.~2 
Ch'eng P'ing ~~z~, an ambitious young man of je^,e-h,sia spirit in the vil-

lage, at first attached himself with his followers to the king of Wei, but 

soon left him and went to Hsiang Yti, and again escaping, went to attach 
himself to Liu Pang. 43 When Hsiang Yti's power began to decline by the 
superior might of Liu Pang, Ching Pang, a trusted follower of Hsiang Yti, 
left him and went over to Liu Pang.44 But in these movements, not only 
the purely material complex of interests, but also ties of personal affection 

co-operated as motives. Liu Pang was often described as a man of more 
benevolent character than Hsian Yti. When Hsiang Yti wanted to be sent 

" Ibid. 55, p. 2, 6. 

** Ibid. 90, pp. 4-5. 
*' Ibid. 95, p. 14. 

" Ibid. 97, p. 2ff, p. 24ff ; 18, p. 117 
'* Ibid. 96, p. 2. 

" Ibid. 92, p. 2, 3, pp. 27-34. 
" Ibid. 56, pp. 3-4, 5-6. 
" Ibid. 91, pp. 6-ro. 
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west to attack the capital of Ch'in, the older general of King Huai of Ch'u 
said, that Hsiang Yti was too fiery, violent and destructive, and should not 

be sent, but that Liu Pang who was habitually generous and " an outstan-
ding men of virtue," should go. The expression " an outstandmg man of 
virtue " is a translation frcFm the Chinese !' ch'oneg-ch~ " ~~:~~~. Ch'aeeg-che 

originally means " elders " and generally an " outstanding man of virtue." 
In the earlier period of the former Han dynasty, it was often used to denote 

" n outstanding man in the jele-hsia spirit." Those who were described 
as Ch'oneg-ch~ at the turning period from Ch'in to Han in Shih chi, were 
almost all high principled men of the je^ee-hsia spirit. At that time the felt,-

hsia spirit was considered one of the most important virtue by the people. 

The fact that Liu Pang was inclined to the fel4-hsia spirit was shown by his 

admiration from his younger days of the je^,e-hsia spirit of Hsin-1ing-chtin 

in Wei,45 and by his applauce of je'e4-hsia spirit of the above mentioned 
clients attached to Chang Ehr and T'ien H~ng in spite of their rebelling 
against him.46 The strategy which many of Liu Pang's staff advised him 
to adopt in attacking Hsiang Yti, was to take advantage of his narrow 
mindedness and his loose connection with his following.47 Personal rela-
tions between Liu Pang and his co-workers were much closer due to his 
personality. 

As soon as Liu Pang defeated Hsiang Yti and established the Han 
empire, his power and his group began to change in character. When he 
became the emperor of Han, his co-workers who had been connected with 
him by the tie of fe,p~-hsia custom, were now appointed by him feudal kings 

or marquises with fiefs. In order to check the relaxation of his personal 
relation with them which resulted from economic decentralization, the power 

of the emperor had to be strengthened to centralized absolutism. Political 
measures to curtail the power of the kings and marquises had to be adopted. 

New administrative staffs to do the emperor's bidding had been appointed 
to manage the growing expanding imperial domain. Thus, in the last quar-
ter of the second century B. C. the central government of Han succeeded 
completely in its direct grip over the empire, and controlled it through the 

administrative mechanism of a patrimonial beureaucracy called the Cltilec 
Hsieee ~~}~{; system. The ties connecting the emperor with the new ofiicials 

were no longer those of je^ec-hsia. Officials were bound to absolute obedience 

to the all-powerful emperor by the tie of imperative authoritarianism, which 

had once characterized the governmnent of Ch'in. The authority of the 
hereditary "charisma" given to the throne, rather than the personality of the 

45 Ibid. 77, p. 16. 

t6 Ibid. 94. p. 11. 

'T Ihid. 92, pp. 6-9 ; 56, pp. 9-10 
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emperor as an individual, was conceived as the origin of all power. 

How did this administrative machinery relate with the petty local 
power of the yee-hsia still deep-rooted among plebeians as described in the 

" u-hsia lieh-chuaf~ " of Shih chi ? How did the imperative State order 
maintained by the local officials of chil,e ~~, hsiele ~~~, hsi(~e4g ~~~ and t'ieeg 

;~;, relate with the social order still maintained by the powerful yu-hsia 

among the people ? 

IV. The Peculiar Social Order Maieet(zic4ed by the " Y41 hsia " 

oncd its Rela,tioea with Govere4le~elet Authority ile th,e Hon~ 

Period 

When inquiring into the peculiarity of the social order among plebeians 

in the Han period, attention must be paid to the prevalence of vendetta 
as frequent everyday occurrences in spite of its prohibition by law. This 

vendetta occurred between families, when not only the members, but also 
relatives or friends of a family were killed, wounded or insulted by another 

family. This was not only among plebeians, but also between a official 
and a family whose members were punished by him for crimes. Instances 
of vendetta described in Hone sh,u and Hou 'Hale shu were too numerous to 
be mentioned here. Pao Hstian ~i~~:, a Grandee Remonstrants (Chiee~-ta-fu 

~~;~~~:) of the former Han dynasty reported to the emperor that there were 

seven usual causes which brought people to death, and one of them was 
the vendetta.48 H~an T'an t__.~'~~1, a famous scholar of the later Han period, 

reported to the emperor, " Owing to the prevalence of vendetta, people 
killed and wounded each other, and even after they were punished by law, 
their descendants kept on revenging themselves on each other. As a result, 
many families were often brought to ruin. In spite of such abuses, people 
praised the vendetta for its manliness and fortitude, and even those timid 

and weak were encouraged to take revenge. ''49 

Such vendetta as shown by the formula5e " to take revenge with the 

help of k'o ~~: (clients)," was usually carried out by a group composed of 

48 Ha,t shu, p. 39b. 

49 Hoee Hate shu 27A (1ltent. I /~A) p. 3a. 

50 The set form of expression rr~d~p~:~~T~J or rf~~:~tT,LJ was usual]y used in the description 

of vendetta in Hale shu and Hou Halc'shu. In such a case, other lawless yu-hsia or hooligans 
who were not cllents of the farmily concerned were sometimes hired for occasional help in 
the vendetta, as shown by the expression r~~~~:~l~f~~~~'~~:~1~f,LJ r~~/)J ~p~1~(~LJ. As to vendetta in 

the Han period, see ¥-fakino Tatsumi ~~C~~~!~, r~~f~:~C~~~~~:~~~~~~'j in his Shina Ka20ku Ke,tkyu 

~~:~~~1~i~~fi~tr~tu (1944) PP. 417-487. . 
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the family concerned and its k'o. The k'0,51 in such cases, were usually 

young and lawless yu-hsia who were patronized by the family concerned 
or were acquianted with it. Among the yu-hsia, those who were young, 
violent and lawless were called ch'il~g-hsia ~~!~~. These ch'i,~g-hsia were 

in great demand for vendettas. In the Han period, noble and powerful 
families still patronized these ch'ileg-hsia as clients for self-protection. It 

was well known that imperial relatives-in-1aw, such as the Wang families 
EE:~~52 of the former Han dynasty, and the Toti family ~~J~~,53 the Ma 
family ~~~;54 of the latter Han period patronized many clients, among 
whom where many clh'ileg-hsia serving their patron as bullies. Many high 
officials at court were also in close connection with the yu-hsia.55 Not 
only nobles and dignitaries, but also powerful families in towns and 
villages, patronized the ch'ing-hsia as clients and thereby became so power-

ful as to overawe or befriend the local authorities. Their power was based 
not only on the blood relationship and landownership, but also on the client 

groups under their patronage. For example, the Ytian family ~~(~~,56 the 
Hsti family ~~fJ~~;57 in the Ying Ch'uan commandery ~i)Il~n~, the Kao family 

~~:~~;58 in the Cho commandery ~~~M~, the Sun family ~i~~~59 in Kao Mi 
prefecture ~J~~~;~ etc. , was famous for their lawless clients who often com-

mitted crimes and were always protected by their patron's power from the 
10cal authorities. It was said that Tai Tz~i-kao ~~~~~:60 in the Ying-ch'uan 

*1 egarding the k'o ~: in the Han period, there is an article of T'ao Hsi-sheng ~~1~~~:, 
~~i~~~~~:, in "Shih Huo" ~;~~~, 5, I (1937) pp. 1-6, though not exhaustive. 

*2 There ~~rere two different Wang families which were both imperial relatives-in-1aw, both 
famous for their large number of clients. One of them was the Wang family from which 
the mother of emperor Ch'~ng ~:~~ was born. See Ha~s shee 98, p. 3lb ; 90, p. 10b ; 92, p. ' 
'-2a. Another was the Wang family from which the queen-consort of emperor Hstian ~:7~ 
was born. See Ha,e shu 77, p. 8b. 

'* Hou Han sh,u 45 (mev'a. 35), p. 15a ; 23 (mem. 13) p. 16a. 
5s lbid 48 (Ine"h. 38),.p. 3a-b ; 24 (mef'b. 14) p. 20b. 

" tiang Ang ~~~, who was once a Minister of ceremonies (T'ai~h'a,tg ;~;Ffl,) at the court 
of the emperor Ching J~*J~-7~~ and was sometimes appointed chancellor of kingdoms, had friendly 
relation with Chi M~ng ~1J~-, a powerful yu-hsia of the to¥vn. Cf. Sltih chi 181, p. 14. When 
chancellor of the Wu kingdom, he patronized Chi Hsin ~~,'L*, who was a famous yu-hsia and 

who sought refuge in Wu. Cf. Shih chi 100, p. 7. . 
Chin An ~t~{, who ranked with nine ministers, and Ch~ng Tan-shih ~~~~~~, a Grand 

Minister of Agriculture (Ta-ssa-nuleg j~~:1~~~'~~-), were both famous for their je,e-hsia spirit. Cf. 

Shih chi 120, p. 4ff. p. 14ff. 

Shih Hsien ~~~j, a Prefect of the Palace Masters of Documents (Chut2,g-shu-liteg Fp~:~) 
made close connection with Chu Chang ~:~:, a famous ~'u-hsia in Ch'ang-an. Cf. Hale shu 
92, p. 216. 

Ch'un Yti-ch'ang ~~+~:~d~:, A Commandant of Guards (Wei-~wei ~~f.-*t), and Hsiao Yti j~f~~, 
a Grand Herald (Ta-heetbg-la ~~~~~j), were on intimate terms with Tu chih +~~~~, a powerful 
yu-hsia. Cf. Hale shu 77. 6b. 

56 " Hafe shu 76, 36b. 
5s lbid. 90, 9a. 

58 San-kuo chih (Ssi~~purpei-yao edition), Wei chih 11, 10b. 

'o Hou Hale shu, 83 (f'ee"t. 73) p. 12b. 
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commandery was a man of wealth and of je^f~-h,sia spirit, giving frequent 

alms to people and patronizing three or four huridred clients. The rich 
merchant Wang Sun Ch'ing EE~i~~~161 in Ch'ang-an ~:~~ also had close con-

nection with the powerful yu-hsia and patronized many clients. In each 
bustling quarter of a great city such as Ch'ang-an, the boss of outlaws~ 
formed a clique by attaching to himself many ch'ileg-hsia and hooligans 
and thus wrelded arbitrary power 62 Chu chang63~~~~, one of the bosses in 
Ch'ang-an, was describ'ed as a "Hao-hsia " ~~~1~, in the " Yu-hsia lieh-

chuaee " in Hone shu by Pan Ku. The expression hao-h,sia usually means 
powerful yu-hsia who were eminent in the fete-hsia spirit and attracted a 
large number of clients by their personalities, whether landowners or rich 

merchants, or bosses of outlaws. Chu Chia ~1~~~ who was described as an 
eminent yce-hsia by Ssti-ma Ch'ien, appeared to be a rich landowner. 64 Kuo 

Hsieh ~~~i~,65 described as powerful yu-hsia by Ss~i-ma Ch'ien was a boss 

of outlaws. He himself had been in his younger days a lowless hooligan, a 
ch'i,eg-hsia. As he became older, his j~le-hsia spirit millowed into matuarity 

and he gained great popularity among the people. Such h,ao-hsia as Kuo 
Hsieh, without any particular occupation and property, had a large income, 

by accepting bribes and rewards from the riches of his acquaintance. It 

was said that when he was removed to Ma0-1ing ~{:~~, he received as 
parting gift ten million odd ch'lel~ ~!~.66 At that time, 'the estate of 
families of medium means was only one hundred thousand ch'ieve,67 and 
the average estate of families regarded as rich was three million ch'iefe.68 

This large gift to Kuo Hsieh will show his personal connections with the 
riches in large extension. Within the circle of his influence, he wielded great 

power-not only avenged his acquaintances at their request with the sword, 
but also arbitrated quarrels between families by virtue of his personal 
influence.69 The very officials of the local authorities were not free from his 

influence. It is said that at his request, a lower official exempted his 

acquaintance from labor service imposed annually by the local authority.70 

As compared with the h,ao-hsia, the ch'iteg-hsia were petty yu-hsia,, 

'* Hale shu 91, p. 18a. 
'* " Hale shtt 92, p. 22b ; 76, p. 49a. 

" The description of Shih chi 100, p. 3, that Chu Chia bought several tens of slaves and set 
them to work on his land, shows that he was a lando¥1'ner. Concerning his fe,~hsia spirit, 
cf. Shih chi 124, pp. 7-8. 

" Ihid 124, p. 9ff. 
"" Ibid. 124, p. 14. 

"' Ibid. 10, p. 38. 

"' Hafs shu, 6, p. 23a. The emperor Wu ~;~~ removed men of wealth whose estate were 
more than three million ch'ie'c to Mchling. It shows that the standard estate of families re-
garded as rich at that time was three million ch'ie,e. 

" Shih chi 124, pp. 12-13. 
" Ibid. 124, pp. 11-12. 
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both　inゴ肋一h5宛spirit　and　in　influence，and　were　sometimes　regarded　in

the　same　light　as　lawless　hooligans．They　were，as　above　mentioned，us－

ually　patronized　by　powerful　families，or　attached　to　a　boss　such　as　Kuo

I∈｛sieh　and　Chu　Chang　and　rendered　service　to　their　patrons　as　bravos　and

mymidons，When　their　relation　with　patrons　were　oflongduration，they
sometimes　became　serfs　on　the　land　of　the　patron。71　But，without　depend－

ing　on　powerful　patrons，they　often　formed　cliques　and　ma（1e　a　living　by

illegal　means，such　as　robbery，desecrating　the　graves，counter－feiting　coins

and　as　hirelings　for　vendetta　and　assassination　etc．72

　　　　From　this，we　elicit　the　peculiar　social　or（ier　in　the　Han　period．T＆king

into　consideration　the　fact　that　vendettas　were　of　daily　occurrence　between

families　even　within　towns　and　villages，and　were　carried　out　by　the　families

concemed　asisted　by　their　clients　and　friends，and　that　such　direct　actions　were

approve（1by　the　people，we　may　conclude　that　the　sociol　order　at　the　time

was　different　from　that　of　the　village　and　town　commities　in　the　occidental

sense，which　was　kept　up　by　all　members’obedience　to　impersonal　law，not　to

an　individuaL　If　any　social　order　existed，it　was　maintained　by　individual

families　or　clans　within　a　circle　in　which　its　social　connections　extended．

It　was　a∫餉一h8客αcustom　to　connect　individual　families　or　clans　with　the

outer　world．　The郷一hε毎　functioned　as　a　reliable　keeper　of　the　social

order　for　the　family　connecte（i　with　him，and　as　a’fierce　disturber　of　the

order　maintained　by　the　families　iu　opposition　to　him．　How　was　this

social　order　related　to　the　local　authority？

　　　Ssa－ma　Ch‘ien　in“≠ho粥o蜘oゼ750∫hα毎oが6弼ε”73　iu51hφh6hづgave

many　instances　of　the　local　authorities　which　punished　hαo－h3づαand　powerful

families。　But　it　is　wrong，to　conclude　from　this　description　that　all　the

hαo一海36αand　the　powerful　families　were　under　the　control　of　local　autho－

rities．Arecentstu（1y74makesitclearthatthecasedescribedin‘‘粥θ一
粥oづ僧o∫hα740炉6毎」3，”was　exceptional　relating　to　particulaly　able　o伍cials

whose　name　is　thus　recor（ied，but　that　for　the　greater　part　local　of丑cials

were　usually　unable　to　control　the　hαo－h訪α　and　powerful　families　who

wielded　arbitrary　influence　in　towns　and　villages．　But　this　explanation　is

not　sufficient．

the　‘‘辮θ粥o砂グθ

Wang　Wen－shu王濫予，a　fierce　local　govemer　described　in
o∫hα7づo炉6宛」5”　in　5hづh一‘隔，appointed　lawless　hαo－hε宛

　71恥錫3加77，p。6a，肋％砺犯εん％，24（耀賜．14）p．3b．From　the　later　half　of　the　Han
period，the　relation　between　patron　and　cllent　became　stereotyped．The　expressionμo　came
to　be　used　as　a　more　comprehensive　term，meaning　various　kinds　of　subordinate　relations．

Cf．山e　article　of　Ch盤Ch‘ing－yan鞠清遠，三國時代的客，in　the5hづh一肋食貨3，4（1936）pp．
15－19．

　72Sh協‘hづ129，pp．28－29；124，p、10；Han　shu77，p．9a；90，p．11a．
　73κ‘碗記勧イ勧伽酷吏列傅，S励面122，
　74Lao　Kan螢韓：論漢代的游侠in“研伽3ノ励ch6h540hραo”文史哲學報of　Taiwan　Univer－
sity，No．1（1950）
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and ch'il4g-hsia to the posts of lower officials and by knowledge of their 

secret crimes, forced them to spy on and arrest other hao-hsia and lawless 
powerful families.75 Through these tricks local governors of ability arres-

ted the powerful and lawless. When the hao-hsia and ch'i,eg-hsia who 
formed cliques and wielded arbitrary power as bosses of towns and villages, 

were appointed lower officials, or were patronized by the chief of the local 

authorities, their power grew under the shelter of authority. For example, 

Tu Chien ~ki~~,76 an official of Ching~hao prefecture ~~:~~, was a hao-hsia 

and his clients were lawless. Ssti Ts'ung ~?~:,77 an official of Yen 
prefecture y~Ki]~j{ of the Hui-chi commandery ~}~:~~~ was a lawless ch'ieeg-hsi(b 

born of a powerful farnily and wielded an influence which the prefect could 
not control. Liu Chieh ~U~i,78 an official in the Chin province ~FIJ~N was a 

hao-hsia and native of a powerful family, and a patron of over one thou-
sand lawless clients. Chu Chang79 Lou Hu ~~;~~,80 Ch'en Tsun ~~~~,81 
who were described as erninent hao-hsia in the Yee-hsia lieh-chuone in Ha,e 
shu, were appointed officials of Ching-chao prefecture. Chu Po ~:1~~,82 an 

administrator of the Lang-yu commandery ~~~~I~~~, ordered his subordinate 
prefectural authorities to employ native hao-hsia as lower officials. At 
the end of the former Han period, there were many officials of the . Ying-

ch'uan and the Nan-yang ~~~I~~~ commandery, who formed cliques with their 

clients and joined the rebel force of Liu Hsiu ~11~P. These instances show 

that the jef~-hsia custom also prevailed among lower officials of the local 

authorities. Not only the posts of lower officials of commandery and pre-
fecture, but also those of petty officials of small administrative divisions, 

hsioneg and t'i,eg were often occupied by lawless and brave natives. The 
chief of t'ileg :~;~:, and the yu-chio ;~~~~~, the official of hsioneg, were charged 

with pursuing and arresting robbers and maintaining the peace of villages 
with weapons. It is significant that these posts were often occupied by 
, young and lawless ch'i~tg-hsia who had close connection with hooligans. 

,Liu Pang was, as above mentioned, appointed chief of t'i4eg. Wang 
Wen-shu,83 a fierce local governor, was in his younger days a lawless 
~hooligan and became the chief of t'ileg. Chu P084 who had been in his 
youth appointed chief of t'ipeg and who patronized clients and hooligans, 
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Shih chi, 122, p. 31. 

Hati shu, 76, p. 36a. 
Sa,e-kuo chih. Wee chih 15,. 
lhid. Wei chth 12, p. 15b. 

Ha,t shu, 92, p, 2lb. 

lbid. 92, p. 22a. 

lhid. 92, p. 23a. 

lbid. 83, p. 1la. 

Shih chi 122, pp. 30-31. 
Ha,t shu 83, p. 10a-b. 
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was　famous　for　his伽一h3づαspirit．Wu　Han呉漢，85was　also’a　chief　of
∫‘伽g　patronizing　lawless　clients，and　because　of，their　crimes　took　refuge

in　the　northem　provinces　where　he　made　the　acquaintance　of　many
powerful　hαo－h3♂α．　Tsang　Kung減宮，86　who　formed　a　clique　with　his
clients，had　at　first　been　a　chief　of∫‘伽g　an（i　then　became郷てh砲o，a　police

officer　of　the　h3づ㈱g。　Moreover，powerful　native　hαo－h5伽夕even　when　not

local　officials　themselves，often　attached　officials　to　them　by　force　of　per－

sonality，influence，or　bribes．87　Thus，the　terminal　posts　of　the　administ－

rative　system　of　govemment　was　usually　occupied　by　or　connected　with

powerful　and　lawless　natives．

　　　　As　above　mentioned，the　prevailing　social　order　was　also　maintained

by　individual　families　within　each　circle　of　influence．Outside　this　circle，

，families　were　prone　to　the　ven（ietta，　The　local　authority　often　could　not

control　the　conflicts　between　families　from　an　impartial　standpoint，but

usually　connected　with　one　family，and　coerced　the　other　into　obe（lience．

The　local　authorities　usually　acte（i　in　collusion　with　the　personal　power　of

powerful　natives，who　were　appointed　local　officials　or　h＆d　close　relation

with　them，　The　frequent　vendetta　between　powerful　n＆tives　and　local

officials　showe（i　that　the　power　of　local　authority　was　conceive（1by　the

people　as　the　same　in　kin（i　as　private　power，not　as　transcendental　autho－
rity．

　　　　It　was　easy　for　the膨一h語α，who　had　penetrated　all　classes　of　society，

to　rise　against　administrative　authority　when　the　control　by　the　central

govemment　had　become　loose，　Liu　H：siu劉秀who　rose　in　the　Nan－yan
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ful yu-hsia in towns and villages. Liu pei ~1]~~, the founder of the Shu 

Han ~~?~~ dynasty, was a plebeian, who associated with the hao hsia and 
attracted many hooligans."97 Sun Ch'ffan ~~~~;, the founder of the Wu ~: 

dynasty also was "a man of the feee hsia spirit who patronized many 
clients."98 Generals attached to him as L,u Su ~~~i:,99 Kan Ning tr~~,100 

Ling Ts'ao ~~~~;,101 etc. were powerful yu-hsia wielding great influence 

among the people. 

V. Cofeclitsiole 

The above is an outline of a sociological study concerning yu-hsia. 
Our question in regard to the " Yu-hsia lieh-chuone " in Shih chi at the be-

gining of this article, has now been ans¥vered. Against the popular view,102 

we did not confine the yu-hsia to the special group of plebeians, but con-

sidered them comprehensively as men of "je~1e-hsia temperament." By 
analysing the social function of this j~le-hsia spirit sociologically, we tried 

to make clear the relation between the yu-hsia and the social and political 
order from a wider viewpoint. The fele-hsia spirit which Ssti-ma Ch'ien 
esteemed highly, can be grasped correctly only in its relation with peculiar 

social order. The fel4-hsia spirit developed its strongest motive in personal 

relations. It was the norm between a concrete person with another con-
crete person. The order maintained by this norm~onsciousness was within 
the narrow circle of concrete personal relations, and was the only order 

upon which ~eople could rely. People had no means to protect themselves 
exc~pt through expancing the sphere of personal connections outside family 

and clan. But there were natural limits to the extension of personal rela-

tions, according to the degree of personal influnce and wealth of a family. 

In the world beyond personal relations, there was no norm to observe, no 

order to maintain, only force commanded everything, as shown by the 
prevalence of the vendetta. Each eminent hao-hsia as described by Ss~i-ma 
Ch'ien, was a center of such a circle. Their j~lc-hsia spirit praised by Ssti-ma 

Ch'ien, was the norm which within their circle of personal connections, 
brought order and peace. But against other circles beyond, or those which 
threatened their circle, they exercised force. Amony those which threatened 

" Ibid. Shu chilt 2, p. lb. 

" hialegipiao chuale ~r~~~: quoted by Sal~ kuo chih, Wu chih 2, p. ta. 
" Sal4 kuo chih, ' Wu chih 9, p. 7 a-b. 
*" Ibid. Wu chih lo, p. 7b. 
"* Ibid. Wu chih 10, p. 10b. 
=" The above quoted article of Lao Kan and Miyazaki lchisada concerning the yu-hsia 

represent this popular view. 
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their circle the strongest was the power of administrative authority. Thus, 

the yu-hsia were regarded as proctecters of peace by the people connected 

with them, but as lawless and tough gangs by the people outside their 
circle. Of such two different aspects of the same yu-hsia, Ssti-ma Ch'ien 

admired only the one in his description of the Yu-hsia lieh-ch4Jone. In his 

memoirs, he distinguished the virtuous from the vicious arnong the yu-hsia. 

Both however represented the two different aspects of the same yu-hsia, 
though there existed differences in degree in norm-consciousness. In the 
world of SsO-ma Ch'ien's experience, there did [not exist an impersonal 
social order of the community in the occidental sense, which was bound by 
impersonal law, and not to a person. _AS Iong as this order was bound up 
with concrete persons, the activity of the yee-hsia continued. It was not 
because of the decline of the yu-hsia, but because the viewpoint in historical 

writing had changed in favour of government authority, that Chinese 
dynastic histories following Hone shu have not included the chapter " Yu-
hsi(h lieh-chuone." 
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